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Abstract. To facilitate the XML query processing, several kinds of labeling 
schemes have been proposed. Based on the labeling schemes, the ancestor-
descendant and parent-child relationships in XML queries can be quickly de-
termined without accessing the original XML file. Recently, more researches 
are focused on how to update the labels when nodes are inserted into the XML. 
However how to process the deleted labels are not discussed previously. We 
think that the deleted labels can be processed in two different directions: (1) re-
use all the deleted labels to control the label size increasing speed and improve 
the query performance; (2) never reuse the deleted labels to query different ver-
sions of the XML data based on labeling schemes. In this paper, we firstly in-
troduce our previous work, called QED, which can completely avoid the re-
labeling in XML updates. Secondly based on QED we propose a new algo-
rithm, called Reuse, which can reuse all the deleted labels to control the label 
size increasing speed; meanwhile the Reuse algorithm can completely avoid the 
re-labeling also. Thirdly to query different versions of the XML data, we pro-
pose another new algorithm, called NeverReuse, which is the only approach 
that never reuses any deleted labels. Extensive experimental results show that 
the algorithms proposed in this paper can control the label size increasing speed 
when reusing all the deleted labels, and is the only approach to query different 
versions of the XML data based on labeling schemes. 

1   Introduction 

XML query processing has been thoroughly studied in the past few years. Many tech-
niques, e.g. structural index [11, 12] and labeling scheme [1, 6, 18], have been pro-
posed to facilitate XML queries. The structural index is a structure summary from the 
original data which can help to traverse the hierarchy of XML, but this traversal is 
costly and the overhead of the traversal can be substantial if the path lengths are very 
long or unknown. On the other hand, The labeling scheme requires smaller storage 
space, yet it can efficiently determine the ancestor-descendant (A-D) and parent-child 
(P-C) relationships between any two elements of the XML. In this paper, we focus on 
the labeling scheme. 



Recently how to efficiently update the XML has gained a lot of attention [2, 6, 8, 
13, 14, 15, 18]. Different algorithms have been proposed to decrease the update cost, 
however the updates are focused on how to process the labels when a node is inserted 
into the XML. How to process the deleted labels is not considered in the previous 
researches. 

We think that the deleted labels can be processed in two different directions: (1) 
reuse all the deleted labels to control the label size increasing speed; (2) never reuse 
the deleted labels to query different versions of the XML. Thus the objective of this 
paper is to propose algorithms to process the deleted labels in these two different 
directions, and meanwhile to keep the low update cost. 

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: 
• We propose a new algorithm which can reuse all the deleted labels. In this way, 

we control the label size increasing speed when nodes are deleted and inserted in 
the XML data. This Reuse algorithm need not re-label the existing nodes in up-
dates. 

• We propose another new algorithm that is the first one which never reuses the 
deleted labels; it is the only approach that truly maintains different XML label 
versions and supports the query of different XML versions based on labeling 
schemes. 

• We conduct several experiments which show that the Reuse algorithm can effi-
ciently control the label size increasing speed, and the NeverReuse algorithm 
can truly maintain the different label versions (the labels in different versions are 
unique). 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work. 
We introduce our previous work on how to update the XML without re-labeling the 
existing nodes and give the motivation of this paper in Section 3. In Section 4, We 
propose the algorithm to reuse all the deleted labels which can control the label size 
increasing speed in the update environment with both insertions and deletions. We 
propose another algorithm which never reuses the deleted labels and accordingly sup-
ports the query of different XML versions based on labeling schemes in Section 5. 
The experimental results are illustrated in Section 6, and we conclude in Section 7. 

2   Related Work 

2.1   XML Labeling Schemes 

We present three families of XML labeling schemes, namely containment [1, 9, 19, 
20], prefix [6, 13, 15] and prime [18]. 

Containment Scheme. Zhang et al [20] use a labeling scheme in which every node is 
assigned three values: “start”, “end” and “level”. For any two nodes u and v, u is an 
ancestor of v iff u.start < v.start and v.end < u.end. In other words, the interval of v is 
contained in the interval of u. Node u is a parent of node v iff u is an ancestor of v and 
v.level – u.level = 1. 



 
 
In Figure 1, “5,6,3” is a child of “2,7,2” since interval [5, 6] is contained in interval 

[2, 7] and levels 3 – 2 = 1. 
Although the containment scheme is efficient to determine the ancestor-descendant 

relationship, the insertion of a node will lead to a re-labeling of all the ancestor nodes 
of this inserted node and all the nodes after this inserted node in document order. This 
problem may be alleviated if the interval size is increased with some values unused. 
However, large interval sizes waste a lot of numbers which causes the increase of 
storage, while small interval sizes are easy to lead to re-labeling. 

To solve the re-labeling problem, [2] uses Float-point values for the “start” and 
“end” of the interval. It seems that Float-point solves the re-labeling problem [15]. But 
in practice, the Float-point is represented in a computer with a fixed number of bits [2, 
15]. As a result, only 18 values [2] can be inserted between any two real values since 
[2] uses the consecutive integer values at the initial labeling. Even if [2] uses values 
with large gaps, it still can not avoid the re-labeling due to the float-point precision. 
Therefore, using real values instead of integers does not provide any benefit for the 
node updating [15, 18]. 

When a node is inserted at a place where a node has ever been deleted, it is natural 
for the containment scheme to reuse the deleted labels to reduce the storage space. On 
the other hand, if we need to maintain different XML versions, we should not use the 
deleted labels in the previous XML versions. All the current containment labeling 
schemes can not achieve this objective since there are a finite number of values be-
tween any two values in a computer; when the finite number of values are used up, the 
current containment schemes have to reuse the deleted labels or re-label the nodes. 

 
Prefix Scheme. In the prefix labeling scheme, the label of a node is that its parent’s 
label (prefix) concatenates its own (self) label. For any two nodes u and v, u is an 
ancestor of v iff label(u) is a prefix of label(v). Node u is a parent of node v iff la-
bel(v) has no prefix when removing label(u) from the left side of label(v). 

DeweyID [15] labels the nth child of a node with an integer n, and this n should be 
concatenated to the prefix (its parent’s label) to form the complete label of this child 
node. 

OrdPath [13] is similar to DeweyID, but it only uses the odd numbers at the initial 
labeling. When the XML tree is updated, it uses the even number between two odd 
numbers to concatenate another odd number for the inserted node. OrdPath wastes 
many numbers which makes its label size larger. The query performance of OrdPath is 
worse as it needs more time to decide the prefix levels based on the odd and even 
numbers (see [7] for the experimental results). 

Fig. 1. Containment scheme 
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Cohen et al [6] uses Binary String to label the nodes (called BinaryString in this 
paper). The root of the tree is labeled with an empty string. The first child of the root 
is labeled with “0”, the second child with “10”, the third with “110”, and the fourth 
with “1110” etc. Similarly for any node u, the first child of u is labeled with la-
bel(u).“0”, the second child of u is labeled with label(u).“10”, and the ith child with 
label(u).“1i-10”. 

When a node is inserted into the XML, DeweyID and BinaryString need to re-label 
the sibling nodes after this inserted node and the descendants of these siblings. 
Though OrdPath need not re-label the existing nodes, it increases the label size and 
decreases the query performance. 

It is natural for DeweyID and BinaryString to reuse the deleted labels, but when all 
the labels between two labels are used up, they have to re-label the existing nodes. 
Therefore they can not truly maintain the different label versions of the XML since 
they need re-labeling. OrdPath can reuse the deleted labels, but it does not consider 
how to avoid reusing the deleted labels. 

 
Prime Scheme. Wu et al [18] use Prime numbers to label XML trees. The root node 
is labeled with “1” (integer). Based on a top-down approach, each node is given a 
unique prime number (self_label) and the label of each node is the product of its par-
ent node’s label (parent_label) and its own self_label. For any two nodes u and v, u is 
an ancestor of v iff label(v) mod label(u) = 0. Node u is a parent of node v iff la-
bel(v)/self_label(v) = label(u). 

We have compared Prime with other labeling schemes in [7]. Prime has very bad 
query performance because it has very large label size and it employs the modular and 
division operations to determine the ancestor-descendant and parent-child relation-
ships. Its update performance is also much worse (see [7]). Therefore we do not dis-
cuss Prime further in this paper. 

 
QED. In [7], we propose a compact dynamic binary string approach to efficiently 
process XML updates, furthermore we propose a dynamic quaternary encoding (called 
QED) in [8] which can completely (no overflow problem) avoid the re-labeling when 
a node is inserted into the XML. We will in detail introduce QED in Section 3, and 
the reuse and never reuse algorithms in Sections 4 and 5 respectively are all based on 
QED. 

2.2   XML Version Control 

It is important to maintain and query different versions of the XML [3, 4, 5, 10, 16, 
17]. The Reference-Based Version Model [4] discusses the storage performance of 
multiversion documents. [10] stores the latest version of a document and the sequence 
of changes of different versions of the XML. [3] queries the historical XML data in 
which parts of the XML data are always updated. All of these papers are about the 
version control of the documents. To the best of our knowledge, no one has ever stud-
ied how to maintain the different versions of the labels of labeling schemes and how to 
use the labeling scheme to query different versions of the XML data. 



If we want to query different versions of the XML data based on labeling schemes, 
we should not reuse the deleted labels especially when the deleted labels have order 
relationships with the new inserted labels. 

3   Preliminary and Motivation 

Here we introduce our QED [8] based on examples. 

3.1   Label the XML Based on QED 

Definition 3.1 (Quaternary code) Four numbers “0”, “1”, “2” and “3” are used in 
the code and each number is stored with two bits, i.e. “00”, “01”, “10” and “11”. 

 
Definition 3.2 (QED code) QED code is a quaternary code. The number “0” is used 
as the separator and only “1”, “2” and “3” are used in the QED code itself. 

 
The separator “0” can be used to separate different codes, and it will never encoun-

ter the overflow problem, thus QED can completely avoid re-labeling (see [8] for 
more details). The most important feature of our QED encoding is that it is based on 
the lexicographical order for efficient updates. 

 
Definition 3.3 (Lexicographical order  ) Given two Quaternary codes CA and CB, 
CA is lexicographically equal to CB iff they are exactly the same. CA is said to be lexi-
cographically smaller than CB (CA   CB) iff 
a) “0”   “1”   “2”   “3” (this is always true and is used by condition b)), or 
b) compare CA and CB symbol by symbol from left to right. If the current symbol of 

CA and the current symbol of CB satisfy (a), then CA   CB and stop the compari-
son, or 

c) CA is a prefix of CB. 
 
From Figure 1, it can be seen that the “start” and “end” values are from 1 to 16. 

Table 1 shows the QED codes for these 16 numbers, and the following steps are the 
details of how to get the QED codes. Note that 16 is only an example; any other num-
ber is well also. See [8] for the formal QED algorithms. 

 
Step 1: In the encoding of the 16 numbers, we suppose there is one more number 
before number 1, say number 0, and one more number after number 16, say number 
17. 

 
Step 2: The (1/3)th number is encoded with “2”, and the (2/3)th number is encoded 
with “3”. The (1/3)th number is number 6, which is calculated in this way, 6 = 
round(0+(17–0)/3). The (2/3)th number is number 11 (11 = round(0+(17–0)× 2/3)). 

 



Table 1. QED encoding 

Decimal number QED codes 
1 112 
2 12 
3 122 
4 13 
5 132 
6 2 
7 212 
8 22 
9 23 

10 232 
11 3 
12 312 
13 32 
14 322 
15 33 
16 332 

 
 
Step 3: The (1/3)th and (2/3)th numbers between number 0 and number 6 are number 2 
(2 = round(0+(6–0)/3)) and number 4 (4 = round(0+(6–0)× 2/3)). The QED code of 
number 0 (left code) is now empty with size 0 and the QED code of number 6 (right 
code) is now “2” with size 1 (here 1 refers to 2 bits). This is Case (a) where the left 
code size is smaller than the right code size. In this case, the (1/3)th code is that we 
change the last symbol of the right code to “1” and concatenate one more “2”, i.e. the 
code of number 2 is “12” (“2”→ “1” and “1”⊕ “2”→ “12”), and the (2/3)th code is 
that we change the last symbol of the right code to “1” and concatenate one more “3”, 
i.e. the code of number 4 is “13” (“2”→ “1” and “1”⊕ “3”→ “13”). 

 
Step 4: The (1/3)th and (2/3)th numbers between numbers 6 and 11 are numbers 8 (8 = 
round(6+(11–6)/3)) and 9 (9 = round(6+(11–6)× 2/3)). The QED code of number 6 
(left code) is “2” with size 1 (here 1 refers to 2 bits) and the code of number 11 (right 
code) is “3” with size 1 (here 1 refers to 2 bits). This is Case (b) where the left code 
size is larger than or equal to the right code size. In this case, the (1/3)th code is that 
we directly contatenate one more “2” after the left code, i.e. the code of number 8 is 
“22” (“2”⊕ “2”→ “22”), and the (2/3)th code is that we directly concatenate one more 
“3” after the left code, i.e. the code of number 9 is “23” (“2”⊕ “3”→ “23”). 

 
Step 5: The (1/3)th and (2/3)th numbers between numbers 11 and 17 are numbers 13 
(13 = round(11+(17–11)/3)) and 15 (15 = round(11+(17–11)× 2/3)). The code of 
number 11 (left code) is “3” with size 1 and the code of number 17 (right code) is 
empty now with size 0. This is still Case (b). Therefore the QED code of number 13 is 
“32” (“3”⊕ “2”→ “32”), and the code of number 15 is “33” (“3”⊕ “3”→ “33”). 

 
In this way, all the numbers will be encoded. 



Lemma 3.1 All the QED codes are ended with either “2” or “3”. 
 

Theorem 3.1 Our QED codes are lexicographically ordered. 
 

Example 3.1. The QED codes in Table 1 are lexicographically ordered from top to 
down. “132”   “2” lexicographically because the comparison is from left to right, and 
the 1st symbol of “132” is “1”, while the 1st symbol of “2” is “2”. “23”   “232” be-
cause “23” is a prefix of “232”. 

 
When we replace the “start”s and “end”s (1-16) in Figure 1 with our QED codes, 

and based on the lexicographical comparison, a QED containment scheme is formed. 

3.2   Order-Sensitive Updates 

The following algorithm shows how we can insert nodes without re-labeling the exist-
ing nodes. 

 
 

Algorithm 1: AssignInsertedCode 
Input: Left_Code, Right_Code 
Output: Inserted_Code, such that Left_Code   Inserted_Code   Right_Code 
lexicographically. 
 

Description: 
  1: get the sizes, i.e. number of bits, of Left_Code and Right_Code 
  2: if size(Left_Code) < size(Right_Code)  //size is the number of bits of the code 
  3:     then Inserted_Code = the Right_Code with the last  
                                                 symbol changed to “1” ⊕  “2” 
  4: else if size(Left_Code) > size(Right_Code) 
  5:     if the last symbol of Left_Code is “2” 
  6:          then Inserted_Code = the Left_Code with the  
                                        last symbol changed from “2” to “3” 
  7:     else if the last symbol of Left_Code is “3” 
  8:          then Inserted_Code = Left_Code ⊕  “2” 
  9: else if size(Left_Code) = size(Right_Code) 
10:    then Inserted_Code = Left_Code ⊕  “2”  

Fig. 2. AssignInsertedCode algorithm 

 
Fig. 3. Update 
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Example 3.2. When inserting node “a” (see Figure 3), we should insert a number 
between the “start” of the parent “1” (Left_Code) and the “start” of the first sibling 
“2” (Right_Code). If we use the existing approach, we can not insert a number be-
tween “1” and “2”, and we must re-label the nodes. However, when referring to Table 
1, our QED codes for “1” and “2” are “112” and “12”. Based on the AssignInserted-
Code algorithm, we insert a QED code between “112” and “12”, then the “start” of the 
inserted node “a” is “113” (see lines 4-6 of the AssignInsertedCode algorithm in Fig-
ure 2). The “end” of node “a” is an insertion between the new “start” “113” and the 
“start” of the first sibling “12”, thus the “end” of “a” is “1132” (see lines 4, 7 and 8 in 
Figure 2). Obviously, “112”  “113”   “1132”   “12”. We need not re-label any 
existing nodes, but we can keep the containment scheme working correctly. It is simi-
lar for the insertions of nodes “b”, “c” and “d”. 

3.3   Motivation 

It can be seen that QED avoids the node re-labeling when a node is inserted into the 
XML. But it has the following deficiencies. QED does not consider how to process the 
deleted labels. The deleted label with larger size than its neighbor labels will be re-
used, but the deleted label with smaller size will not be reused. 

 
Example 3.3. When we delete the QED code “12” between “112” and “122” (see 
Table 1) and want to insert another code at this place, the inserted code will be “1122” 
(see lines 9 and 10 in Figure 2). The deleted code “12” is not reused because it has 
smaller size than its neighbors (“112” and “122”), and the re-inserted code “1122” has 
larger size than the deleted code “12”, therefore the size increases fast. On the other 
hand, if we delete the QED code “122” between “12” and “13” (see Table 1) and 
insert another code at this place, the inserted code is still “122” (see lines 9 and 10 in 
Figure 2). The deleted code “122” is reused because it has larger size than its 
neighbors (“12” and “13”). 

 
It is not good to process the deleted labels in this way. If we want to improve the 

query performance, all the deleted labels should be reused which will hinder the label 
size from increasing fast. On the other hand, if we want to query different versions of 
the XML, we should never reuse the deleted labels. That is to say, our current ap-
proach is not for the reuse objective and also not for the version control objective. 
Therefore in Sections 4 and 5, we propose algorithms to reuse the deleted labels and 
never reuse the deleted labels respectively. 

4   Reuse the Deleted Labels (Reuse) 

If there are no deletions, the original QED algorithm [8] (Algorithm 1 in this paper) 
can guarantee that the inserted label has the smallest size between two labels, also the 
cost of Algorithm 1 is very cheap which only needs to modify the last 2 bits of the 
neighbor label. However, if there are deletions, Algorithm 1 can not guarantee that the 



inserted label is with the smallest size. Figure 4 shows the Reuse algorithm. The idea 
of this algorithm is to find the smallest possible code lexicographically between two 
given codes by comparing left_code and right_code symbol by symbol from left to 
right. From Lemma 3.1, we know that all the QED codes can only be ended with ei-
ther “2” or “3”, therefore the cases and conditions in Figure 4 are complete. 
 
Example 4.1. Suppose the QED code “12” between “112” and “122” (see Table 1) is 
deleted and we need to insert a new code between “112” and “122”. The new inserted 
code is “1122” based on Algorithm 1 in Figure 2. The deleted code “12” is not reused. 
On the other hand, based on Algorithm 2 in Figure 4, we compare “112” and “122” 
symbol by symbol from left to right. The second symbol of left_code (“112”) is “1” 
and the second symbol of right_code (“122”) is “2” (see Case (d) in Figure 4). The 
difference position is at the 2nd symbol (see line 33 in Figure 4), therefore SL = get-
PartCode(left_code, P, P) = getPartCode(“112”, 2, 2) = “1”, i.e. the second symbol of 
“112”, and SR = getPartCode(right_code, P, P) = getPartCode(“122”, 2, 2) = “2”. SL 
== “1” and SR == “2”, hence the condition at line 36 in Figure 4 is satisfied. Based on 
line 37, temp_code = getPartCode(left_code, 1, P-1) ⊕  “2” = getPartCode(“112”, 1, 
2-1) ⊕  “2” = “1” ⊕  “2” = “12”. “12”   “122” lexicographically, i.e. temp_code   
right_code lexicographically, therefore the condition at line 38 is satisfied. As a result, 
inserted_code = temp_code = “12”. It can be seen the deleted code “12” is reused. 

 
 

Algorithm 2: AssignInsertedCodeWithReuse 
Input: left_code, right_code 
Output: inserted_code (reuse the deleted code) 
 

Description: 
  1:  Case (a) left_code and right_code are both empty 
  2:  inserted_code = “2” 
 

  3:  Case (b) left_code is NOT empty but right_code is empty 
  4:  if “2” does not appear in left_code //left_code contains “1” and “3”, or contains only “3” 
  5:    if all the symbols of left_code are “3” 
  6:        then inserted_code = left_code ⊕  “2” 
  7:    else 
  8:        then denote the position of the firstly encountered “1” as P 
  9:                 inserted_code = getPartCode(left_code, 1, P-1) ⊕  “2” 
10:  else if “1” does not appear in left_code //left_code contains “2” and “3”, or contains only “2”, or  
              contains only “3”; //the case that all the symbols of left_code are “3” has been discussed at line 5 
11:   then denote the position of the firstly encountered “2” as P 
12:             inserted_code = getPartCode(left_code, 1, P-1) ⊕  “3” 
13:  else if both “1” and “2” appear in left_code //left_code contains “1”, “2” and “3”, or contains only  
                              “1” and “2” 
14:   then denote the position of the firstly encountered “1” as PA, and denote the position of the firstly  
                              encountered “2” as PB  
15:             if PA < PB 
16:                  then inserted_code = getPartCode(left_code, 1, PA -1) ⊕  “2” 
17:             else if PA > PB    //note that PA can not be equal to PB 
18:                  then inserted_code = getPartCode(left_code, 1, PB -1) ⊕  “3” 
 

19:  Case (c) left_code is empty but right_code is NOT empty 
20:  if “2” does not appear in right_code //right_code contains “1” and “3”, or contains only “3” 
21:    then denote the position of the firstly encountered “3” as P 



22:             inserted_code = getPartCode(right_code, 1, P-1) ⊕  “2” 
23:  else if “3” does not appear in right_code //right_code contains “1” and “2”, or contains only “2” 
24:    then denote the position of the firstly encountered “2” as P 
25:             inserted_code = getPartCode(right_code, 1, P-1) ⊕  “12” 
26:  else if “2” and “3” both appear in right_code //right_code contains “1”, “2” and “3”, or contains only  
                                      “2” and “3” 
27:    then denote the position of the firstly encountered “2” as PA, and denote the position of the firstly  
                                      encountered “3” as PB 
28:             if PA < PB 
29:                  then inserted_code = getPartCode(right_code, 1, PA -1) ⊕  “12” 
30:             else if PA > PB    //note that PA can not be equal to PB 
31:                  then inserted_code = getPartCode(right_code, 1, PB -1) ⊕  “2” 
 

32:  Case (d) conditions (a) and (b) in Definition 3.3 
33:  denote the first difference position of left_code and right_code as P; in other words, getPart-
Code(left_code, 1, P-1) is equal to getPartCode(right_code, 1, P-1) and getPartCode(left_code, P, P) is 
different from getPartCode(right_code, P, P); denote getPartCode(left_code, P, P) as SL (SymbolLeft) and 
getPartCode(right_code, P, P) as SR (SymbolRight) 
34:  if (SL == “1”) and (SR == “3”) 
35:    then inserted_code = getPartCode(left_code, 1, P-1) ⊕  “2” 
36:  else if (SL == “1”) and (SR == “2”) 
37:    then temp_code = getPartCode(left_code, 1, P-1) ⊕  “2” 
38:             if temp_code   right_code lexicographically 
39:                  then inserted_code = temp_code 
40:             else  
41:                  then suppose there is a temp_left_code which is equal to getPartCode(left_code, P,  
                                left_code.size()) and suppose there is a temp_right_code which is empty 
                                //left_code.size() return the total symbol number of left_code 
42:                           process temp_left_code and temp_right_code based on Case (b); denote the returned  
                                result by Case (b) as temp_code 
43:                           inserted_code = getPartCode(left_code, 1, P) ⊕  temp_code 
44:  else if (SL == “2”) and (SR == “3”) 
45:    then temp_code = getPartCode(left_code, 1, P-1) ⊕  “3” 
46:             if temp_code   right_code lexicographically 
47:                  then inserted_code = temp_code 
48:             else  
49:                  then suppose there is a temp_left_code which is equal to getPartCode(left_code, P,  
                                left_code.size()) and suppose there is a temp_right_code which is empty 
                                //left_code.size() return the total symbol number of left_code 
50:                           process temp_left_code and temp_right_code based on Case (b); denote the returned  
                                result by Case (b) as  temp_code 
51:                           inserted_code = getPartCode(left_code, 1, P) ⊕  temp_code 
 

52:  Case (e) condition (c) in Definition 3.3 
53:  left_code is a prefix of right_code; suppose there is a temp_left_code which is empty and suppose 
there is a  
       temp_right_code which is equal to getPartCode(right_code, left_code.size()+1, right_code.size()) 
54:  process temp_left_code and temp_right_code based on Case (c); denote the returned result by Case 
(c) as temp_code 
55:  inserted_code = getPartCode(right_code, 1, left_code.size()) ⊕  temp_code 
 

Function getPartCode(code, P1, P2) 
  1:  return the symbols of code between position P1 and P2. 

Fig. 4. AssignInsertedCodeWithReuse algorithm 

 



Theorem 4.1 Algorithms 1 and 2 guarantee that the order can be kept no matter how 
many codes are inserted at any place of the QED codes. 

 
Example 4.2. After insertion, the new inserted code based on Algorithm 1 is “1122” 
and the new inserted code based on Algorithm 2 is “12”. Based on Algorithm 1 or 2, 
we can insert infinite number of QED codes between “112” and “1122” and between 
“1122” and “122”, or between “112” and “12” and between “12” and “122”. That 
means that the Reuse algorithm in this paper can completely avoid the re-labeling also, 
yet it makes the label size increase slowly. 

 
Theorem 4.2 Suppose some codes are deleted between left_code and right_code, and 
suppose the minimum size of these deleted codes is MS. Algorithm 2 guarantees that 
the inserted code between left_code and right_code is with size MS. 

 
Example 4.3. Suppose the QED codes “212”, “22” and “23” between “2” and “232” 
(see Table 1) are deleted and we need to insert a new code between “2” and “232”. 
Based on Algorithm 2 in Figure 4, left_code “2” is a prefix of right_code “232”, thus 
it is Case (e). Based on line 53, temp_left_code is empty and temp_right_code = get-
PartCode(right_code, left_code.size()+1, right_code.size()) = getPartCode(“232”, 
1+1, 3) = “32”. Based on line 54, we need to go to Case (c). The condition at line 26 
is satisfied. When we go to line 27, the firstly encountered “2” in “32” is at the 2nd 
symbol, and the firstly encountered “3” in “32” is at the 1st symbol, i.e. PA = 2 and PB 
= 1. Thus the condition at line 30 is satisfied, i.e. PA > PB. Therefore based on line 31, 
inserted_code = getPartCode(right_code, 1, PB -1) ⊕  “2” = getPartCode(“32”, 1, 1-1) 
⊕  “2” = “” ⊕  “2” = “2”. Next we go back to line 54, and temp_code = “2”. When 
going to line 55, the final inserted_code = getPartCode(right_code, 1, left_code.size()) 
⊕  temp_code = getPartCode(“232”, 1, 1) ⊕  “2” = “2” ⊕  “2” = “22”. The deleted 
code “22” is reused, and it can be seen that the size of “22” is less than or equal to the 
size of the deleted codes “212” and “23”. That means the deleted code with smaller 
size is reused firstly. Similarly when we insert a code between “2” and “22”, lines 52, 
53, 54, 19, 23, 24, 25 and 55 in Figure 4 will be used and the returned result is “212” 
which is equal to the deleted code “212”. When we insert a code between “22” and 
“232”, lines 32, 33, 44, 45, 46 and 47 in Figure 4 will be used and the returned result 
is “23” which is equal to the deleted code “23”. 

 
Based on Theorem 4.2, the label size will not increase fast. 

5   Never Reuse the Deleted Labels (NeverReuse) 

If a deleted code has larger size than its neighbors, Algorithm 1 will reuse this deleted 
code (see the last two sentences of Example 3.3). If we want to query different ver-
sions of the XML based on the labeling schemes, Algorithm 1 is not appropriate. We 
propose another algorithm which never reuses the deleted codes; it truly maintains the 
different label versions of the XML. 



Algorithm 3: AssignInsertedCodeWithoutReuse 
Input: left_code, right_code, middle_codes (between left_code and right_code) 
Output: inserted_code, and inserted_code ≠ any one of the deleted_codes  
 
Description: 
  1:  Case (a) process the deleted codes 
  2:  if middle_codes are deleted 
  3:     then do not delete middle_codes physically, but mark them as “deleted” 
 
  4:  Case (b) process the inserted code 
  5:  suppose there are n-2 deleted codes between left_code and right_code 
  6:  put left_code, deleted_codes, and right_code in an array with size n called LDRcodes 
  7:  suppose there is another array called temp_inserted_code with size n-1 
  8:  for (int i=0; i<(n-1); i++) { 
  9:       temp_inserted_code[i] = AssignInsertedCode(LDRcodes[i], LDRcodes[i+1]) 
10:  }  //AssignInsertedCode is Algorithm 1 in Figure 2 
11:  inserted_code = min{temp_inserted_code[i] | i∈ [0, n-2]} (min means the minimal size) 

Fig. 5. AssignInsertedCodeWithoutReuse algorithm 
 

 
Case (a) in Algorithm 3 (see Figure 5) is easy to understand. Intuitively Case (b) 

(lines 4-11 in Figure 5) can be summarized as: inserting a code between left_code and 
the first deleted_code, inserting between any two consecutive deleted codes, and in-
serting between the last deleted code and right_code using Algorithm 1 (see Figure 2); 
the final inserted code is the code of all these inserted codes with the smallest size. 

When a node is deleted, it is not physically deleted but instead is marked as “de-
leted” and is stored ordered with other undeleted nodes. At line 9 of Algorithm 3, we 
use AssignInsertedCode (Algorithm 1) rather than Algorithm 2 because in fact there 
are no physical deletions and the cost of Algorithm 1 is smaller than Algorithm 2. We 
use an example to illustrate Algorithm 3. 

Example 5.1. Suppose the QED codes “122”, “13” and “132” between “12” and “2” 
(see Table 1) need to be deleted. We do not delete them physically, but mark them as 
“deleted”. When a new code needs to be inserted between “12” and “2”, the new code 
will be “13” based on Algorithm 1 (Figure 2). The deleted code “13” is reused that is 
not what we expect. Based on Algorithm 3, we insert codes between left_code “12” 
and the first deleted_code “122”, between deleted_codes “122” and “13”, between 
deleted_codes “13” and “132”, and between the last deleted_code “132” and 
right_code “2”; the inserted codes will be “1212”, “123”, “1312” and “133” based on 
Algorithm 1. We select the inserted code with the smallest size, e.g. “123”, as the final 
inserted code. “123” and “133” are the codes between “12” and “2” with the smallest 
sizes which do not reuse the deleted codes. 

Theorem 5.1 All the deleted codes will NOT be reused based on Algorithm 3. 

Based on Algorithm 3, we will never reuse the deleted codes, as well Algorithm 3 
guarantees that a code with smaller size is used before a code with larger size is used. 

Algorithm 3 intends to make the label size increase slowly (called NeverReuse-I) 
However, Algorithm 3 needs more time to calculate the inserted code especially when 



there are a lot of deleted codes between left_code and right_code. If we want to re-
duce the insertion time, we can directly use any inserted code (see line 9 in Figure 5) 
as the final inserted code (called NeverReuse-II), but this can not guarantee that the 
inserted code is with the smallest size. Furthermore, if a code is required to be inserted 
between two specific deleted codes (the inserted code should have order relationships 
with the two specific deleted codes), then insert a code between these two specific 
deleted codes (called NeverReuse-III) instead of using Algorithm 3. We will further 
test NeverReuse-I, NeverReuse-II, NeverReuse-III in Section 6.2 

6   Performance Study 

The query and update performance of different labeling schemes have been studied in 
[8]. In this paper, we mainly compare the Reuse and NeverReuse algorithms proposed 
in this paper with the original QED encoding in [8]. All the experiments are imple-
mented in Java and all the experiments are carried out on a 3.0 GHz Pentium 4 proc-
essor with 1 GB RAM running Windows XP Professional. 

6.1   Performance Study on Reusing the Deleted Codes 

Based on the original QED [8], we generate 1,000,000 QED codes. We test the case 
that codes are deleted then inserted at the odd positions of the 1,000,000 codes; after 
the deletions and insertions, we call these new codes CodeSet2; this is case 1. Sec-
ondly we test that the codes are deleted then inserted at the even positions of Code-
Set2, thirdly odd positions of CodeSet3, fourthly even positions of CodeSet4, and so 
on. 

We compare the performance of QED (based on Algorithm 1 in Figure 2) and Re-
use (based on Algorithm 2 in Figure 4). Figure 6 shows that the code size of Reuse 
does not increase in all the ten cases (since we reuse all the deleted codes). On the 
other hand, the code size of QED increases linearly (for these ten cases) which is fast. 
Note if there are only insertions (no deletions) at different places of the QED codes, 
the code size of QED increases logarithmically but not linearly. 

The experimental results confirm that our Reuse algorithm (Figure 4) can reuse all 
the deleted codes, thus it efficiently controls the increasing speed of the code size. 

6.2   Performance Study on Never Reusing the Deleted Codes 

We delete and insert at any place of the 1,000,000 QED codes generated in Section 
6.1. The experimental results confirm that our NeverReuse algorithm(s) (NeverReuse-
I, NeverReuse-II, and NeverReuse-III; see the discussions after Theorem 5.1) never 
reuse any deleted codes, hence the NeverReuse algorithm(s) can truly maintain differ-
ent label versions of the XML data. There are no other researches about how to never 
reuse the deleted labels in labeling schemes. Therefore we do not compare different 
schemes on label version control in the experiments. The other containment and prefix 
labeling schemes can not truly maintain different XML label versions because they 
must reuse the deleted labels no matter how large gaps are leaved between two values. 
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Fig. 6. Sizes of QED and Reuse 
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(b) Update time 

Fig. 7. NeverReuse 

We compare the size and the update time increasing speeds of NeverReuse-I, 
NeverReuse-II and NeverReuse-III. Figure 7(a) shows that the size (only the size of 
the inserted codes) differences among the three approaches are not very large though 
NeverReuse-I is better. On the other hand, Figure 7(b) shows that the update time 
(only the processing time) of NeverReuse-I increases very fast, but the update time of 
NeverReuse-II and NeverReuse-III is almost 0 millisecond (ms). Therefore in prac-
tice, we suggest using NeverReuse-III because its update time is small, its code size is 
not large, and the most important reason is that NeverReuse-III can maintain the order 
relationships among the deleted codes. Maintaining the orders of the deleted codes 
can only be achieved by our approach. 

7   Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose a new algorithm which can reuse all the deleted labels. In 
this way, we efficiently control the label size increasing speed. The experimental re-
sults also show that with this algorithm we can greatly decrease the label size when a 
lot of nodes are deleted and inserted. Meanwhile, the Reuse algorithm can completely 
avoid the re-labeling in XML updates also. In summary, Reuse is more appropriate to 
efficiently process the updates with both insertions and deletions (QED is more ap-
propriate for the updates with insertions only). 

No one has ever studied how to query different versions of the XML based on la-
beling schemes, therefore in this paper we propose algorithm(s) that never reuse the 
deleted labels; this truly maintains the different label versions (the labels in different 



 

versions are unique). The existing labeling schemes can not truly maintain the label 
versions since they must re-label the exiting nodes when many nodes are inserted. 
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